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Possible embeddings of transversal designs in the classical projective spaces on
finite fields are characterized.  2000 Academic Press
1. BACKGROUND
A transversal design of order or group size n, block size k, and index *,
denoted TD* (k, n), is a triple (V, G, B), where
(1) V is a set of kn elements;
(2) G is a partition of V into k classes (called groups), each of size n;
(3) B is a collection of k-subsets of V (called blocks);
(4) every unordered pair of elements from V is either contained in
exactly one group, or is contained in exactly * blocks, but not both.
When *=1, one writes simply TD(k, n). A transversal design TD(k, n) is
equivalent to a set of k&2 mutually orthogonal latin squares (MOLS) of
side n, and also to an orthogonal array of strength two having n2 columns,
k rows, and n symbols; see [1, 2].
Constructions of MOLS have been widely studied; see [6] for a concise
survey. Principal among the construction methods are Wilson’s theorem
using transversal designs recursively, and the BoseShrikhandeParker
theorem using pairwise balanced designs. Both employ ingredient designs
that arise primarily (at least currently) from configurations embedded in
projective planes. See [7, 8, 10] for specific examples, [6] for a more com-
plete inventory, and [1, 5] for uses in making MOLS. Often the configura-
tion is of interest as a consequence of the manner in which it is embedded
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in the plane; see especially [10]. Among those configurations most exten-
sively exploited in this way are projective subplanes, affine subplanes, and
blocking sets. A projective subplane of order m (see, for example, [2, 11])
is also an embedded TD(m+1, m), while an affine subplane of order m is
also an embedded TD(m, m). In a pioneering paper, Ostrom and Sherk
[12] examine the existence of an affine subplane of order 3 in ?=PG(2, q)
whose projective completion is not a (projective) subplane of ?. They estab-
lish that this occurs precisely when q#1 (mod 3). Working in ?=PG(2, F),
with F any division ring, Rigby [13, p. 1006] develops an elegant argument
to establish that any finite affine subplane of ? having order larger than
three must have a projective completion which is a subplane of ?, and so
is isomorphic to PG(2, F$) where F$ is a finite subfield of F.
Subplanes of order three provide a source for embedded transversal
designs TD(3, 3). On the other hand, a simple generalization of the projec-
tive triangle in PG(2, q), for q odd, yields embedded TD(3, s)s when s is a
divisor of q&1 (for q even or odd). See Bruen [3], Bruen and Thas [4],
and di Paola [9] for information about projective triangles.
Here we go beyond the embedding of subplanes in the classical planes,
motivated by potential applications to the construction of MOLS. Accor-
dingly we examine the question: Which (finite) transversal designs are
embedded in the plane PG(2, F) where F is any (commutative) field, finite
or infinite?
We provide a complete answer to this question. Our results extend to the
higher dimensional projective spaces PG(e, F), F a field.
2. ADDITIVE AND MULTIPLICATIVE STRUCTURE
We begin with a simple but important fact.
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a finite multiplicative subgroup of FC=F"[0]
where F is any field, finite or infinite. Then |K |{0 in F.
Proof. If F is infinite of characteristic 0, then |K |=1+1+ } } } +1 (|K |
times), so that |K |{0 in F. Suppose then that F has characteristic p, for
p a prime. Now, since F is a field, K is cyclic; suppose that it has generator
|. Assume that |K |=0 in F. Then p divides |K |, so write |K |= ps. The
elements |s, |2s, ..., |( p&1) s, | ps=1 are p distinct elements of F forming a
subgroup L of K with the property that x p&1=0 for x # L. But since F has
characteristic p, we find that x p&1=(x&1) p and the equation x p&1=0
has only one root, namely 1, in F. Thus the hypothesis that |K |=0 in F
leads to a contradiction. K
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This lemma underlies a basic relationship between the additive and
multiplicative structure in F:
Theorem 2.2. With the notation of Lemma 2.1, if #, a # F are such that
#K=K+a, then a=0 and # is in K.
Proof. Set d=|K |. List the elements of K as k1 , ..., kd . Choose a
permutation _ of [1, ..., d] so that #ki=k_(i)+a for 1id. Then
‘
d
i=1
(x&#k i)= ‘
d
i=1
(x&(ki+a)). (1)
Each element of K is a root of xd&1. Since |K |=d, the two monic polyno-
mials xd&1 and >di=1(x&ki) are equal (by unique factorization, since
F is a field). Examining the coefficients of xd&1, we obtain that 0=
&di=1 k i , so that 
d
i=1 k i=0 and #(
d
i=1 ki)=0. By the same token,
using Eq. (1), we find that 0=di=1 (ki+a)=da. Lemma 2.1 now ensures
that d{0, and hence we conclude that a=0. Then #K=K. Since 1 is in K
and hence # } 1 is in K, # is in K. K
We also make use of a result whose proof is easily seen:
Lemma 2.3. Let G be an additive subgroup of the field F. Then
[g | gG=G, g # G] is a subfield of F.
3. COORDINATES IN THE CLASSICAL PLANES
Let ? be the projective plane PG(2, F). We can think of ? as AG(2, F)
together with the line l , the line at infinity. The affine (finite) points have
non-homogeneous coordinates (x, y), and the infinite points have coor-
dinates (m) corresponding to lines with slope m, and () corresponding to
vertical lines, i.e. lines having equation x=a for a # F.
Alternatively, we can coordinatize ? using the underlying 3-dimensional
vector space V=V(3, F). Choosing a basis [e1 , e2 , e3] for V, each point P
in ? is represented as a 1-dimensional subspace of V. Then P corresponds
to all non-zero scalar multiples of the vector xe1+ ye2+ze3 , say, with
(x, y, z){(0, 0, 0). We say that P has homogeneous coordinates (x, y, z).
Choose the line at infinity, l , which corresponds to a 2-dimensional
subspace of V, to have the equation z=0.
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We then have the following dictionary between the two representations.
Non-homogeneous Homogeneous
(x, y) (x, y, 1)
Points {(m) (1, m, 0)() (0, 1, 0)
Lines {ly=mx+b
z=0
&mx+y&bz=0
We will switch freely between the two representations. We consider the
situation when A=(0, 0, 1), B=(1, 0, 0), C=(0, 1, 0) form a triangle of
lines, with D{A, B on AB and E{A, C on AC. Choose a basis
[e1 , e2 , e3] for the underlying vector space V=V(3, F). Let A, B have
coordinate vectors e3 and e1 , respectively. Then D has a coordinate vector
e3+#e1 for some #{0. Replacing e1 by #e1 gives D the coordinates
(1, 0, 1). Let C have coordinate vector e2 . Then E has coordinate vector
e3&;e2 for some ;{0. Replacing e2 by ;e2 gives E the coordinates
(0,&1, 1). This establishes the following:
Lemma 3.1. Let A, B, C be a triangle of lines in ?=PG(2, F), with D
on AB (D{A, B) and E on AC (E{A, C). Then coordinates may be
chosen so that A=(0, 0, 1), B=(1, 0, 0), C=(0, 1, 0), D=(1, 0, 1), and
E=(0, &1, 1).
4. THE MAIN RESULT
We now address the principal question of when a transversal design can
be embedded in PG(2, F).
Theorem 4.1. Let 0 be a transversal design TD(m, n) with m3 and
n3 embedded in ?=PG(2, F) where F is any field, finite or infinite. There
are two possibilities, as follows:
(1) Some three of the groups of 0 are contained in a triangle of ?.
Then m=3 and n is the order of a finite multiplicative subgroup of
FC=F"[0].
(2) No three of the groups are contained in a triangle of ?. Then
n= p: where p: is the order of a finite additive subgroup G of F. Moreover,
3m|F$|+1 where F$ is the largest subfield of F contained in G.
Proof. Either some three of the groups of the embedded transversal
design are truncations of lines of ? which form a triangle in ?, or all of the
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groups are truncations of lines which concur in a point. We treat these two
cases separately.
Case 1. Some three groups form a triangle in ?. Denote the vertices of
the triangle by A, B, and C. Let D # 0 be a different point on AB, and
E # 0 be a different point on AC. Use Lemma 3.1 to assign coordinates.
Then, as in [4], it follows that
0 & AB=[(k, 0, 1) : k # K]
0 & AC=[(0, &k, 1) : k # K]
0 & BC=[(k, 1, 0) : k # K]
where K is a finite subgroup of FC=F"[0].
Assume that there exists a point P of 0 which is not on any side of the
triangle ABC. Then P must be an affine point of ? with P=(u, v, 1), with
u{0 and v{0. Join P to any point Q=(k, 0, 1) of 0 on the line AB. The
resulting line meets the line BC (which is the line l) in the point
(u&k, v, 0) which also has coordinate vector ((u&k)v, 1, 0) since v{0.
Then (u&k)v # K since 0 & BC=[(k, 1, 0) : k # K].
Therefore u&K=vK so that K&u=(&v)K. Apply Theorem 2.2 to con-
clude that u=0, which is a contradiction. Hence no point of 0 lies on a
group other than the three groups forming the triangle ABC.
Case 2. All groups are truncations of lines which are concurrent in ? in
a single point, say B. Denote three groups of the TD(m, n) by L1 , L2 , and
L3 . Let A # L1 and C # L3 . Then ABC is a triangle in ?. Let E # L2 , and let
D # L1 , where D{A. By modifying the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can choose
coordinates so that A=(0, 0, 1), B=(1, 0, 0), C=(0, 1, 0), D=(1, 0, 1),
and E=(0, 1, 1). Let L1 & AB=[(g, 0, 1) : g # G].
Join C=(0, 1, 0) to (g, 0, 1). The resulting line meets BE in the point
(g, 1, 1). Hence L2=[(g, 1, 1) : g # G]. Similarly, the line joining A=
(0, 0, 1) to (g, 1, 1) meets l in the point (g, 1, 0), and hence L3=0 & BC
=[(g, 1, 0): g # G].
Now join E=(0, 1, 1) in L2 to (g, 1, 0) in L3 ; the line meets the line AB
in (&g, 0, 1). The requirement that 0 be a transversal design ensures that
the point (&g, 0, 1) is in L1 , and hence &g # G whenever g # G. In the
same manner, joining the point (g2 , 1, 1) in L2 to the point (g1 , 0, 1) in L1
gives the point (g2& g1 , 1, 0) in L3 . Hence when g1 , g2 # G, we find that
g2& g1 # G. Thus G is in fact an additive subgroup of F.
Choose any point Q in 0 that is not on any of the three groups
L1 , L2 , L3 . Then Q is an affine point of ? with Q=(u, v, 1) and v{0, 1.
The line BQ has equation y=v (in homogeneous coordinates, y&vz=0).
Let L4 be the group of 0 containing Q. Then L4 consists of points
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with coordinates [(u i , v, 1) : 1in]. The line joining C=(0, 1, 0) to
(g, 0, 1) meets the line BQ in the point (g, v, 1), establishing that L4=
[(g, v, 1) : g # G].
Joining (g1 , v, 1) in L4 to (g2 , 0, 1) in L1 and intersecting with l gives
the point (g1& g2 , v, 0) which must lie in L3 . The point also has coor-
dinates ((g1& g2)v, 1, 0)=(g3 v, 1, 0). We conclude that G=vG. Since
1 # G, we also have v # G, say v= g0 . Then L4=[(g, g0 , 1): g # G, g0 fixed
in G].
Since G is a finite additive subgroup of F then, whether or not F is
infinite, |G|= p: for some : (as a consequence of the fact that all of the
elements of G have order p). An appeal of Lemma 2.2 completes the
proof. K
5. PROJECTIVE SPACES
Finally we turn our attention to the embedding of a transversal design
0=TD(m, n) in the projective space 7=PG(e, F) for e2. Each group of
0 is contained in a hyperplane 4 of 7, and each block of 0 is a portion
of a line in 7.
Recall that a pencil of hyperplanes in 7 consists of all of the hyperplanes
containing a given subspace of 7 of codimension two. Using the above
notation, we obtain the following result, obtained using the same ideas as
in Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that some three of the groups of 0 are contained
in hyperplanes that are not contained in a pencil. Then m=3. Otherwise,
n= p: where p: is the order of a finite additive subgroup G=
G1_ } } } _Ge&1 of F_ } } } _F, the direct product of e&1 copies of F. Also,
3mF$, where F$ is a finite subfield contained in each of G1 , G2 , ..., Ge&1 .
This result can be used to extend the results of Ostrom and Sherk [12]
and Rigby [13] to higher dimensions.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can think of the group G as a vector
space over Zp , since G contains 1. Then the groups of the transversal
design are found by selecting elements g0 # G with g0 G=G. When every
element in G serves this role, G is a subfield. In this case, a projective sub-
plane arises. When G is not a subfield, the theorem admits the case of
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transversal designs with many groups which are not extendible in the plane
to a subplane.
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